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1977 Quality of Employment Survey, 171
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ability bias, 175
access-based positioning, 57
accounting treatment of stock options,

132
age, wage differences based on, 21–30
alcohol consumption, correlation to pay,

192–193
allowances, compensation, 147–150
amenities, workplace, 137–138
appraisals, performance, 117–120
asking about compensation, 188–189
Association Executive Compensation and

Benefits survey, 165
athlete pay, 105–106
attractive people, pay levels of, 191–192
author pay plans, 121

bands and zones in compensation system,
81

beautiful people, pay levels of, 191–192
behavioral system for performance

appraisals, 118–119
being part of solution, 189–190
benchmark jobs, 68, 71–72, 77
benefits, 8, 135–140

communicating about total cost of
compensation with employees, 43–44

cost of to employer, 41
in nonprofit organizations, 178

black workers
in nonprofit organizations, 182
wages of, 26–27

board of directors, influence on
compensation, 181

bonus compensation, 85, 122
bonuses, nonproduction, 41–42
Bristol Meyers Squibb (BMS), 5
bulk purchases of benefits, 137

cash compensations, 41–42, 89–94
central tendency errors, 118
CEO compensation, 84–107

in 2010, 89–94
compared to general population, 16–19
disasters related to, 102–103
effect of company size on, 99
excessive, 105–106
incorrect information published about,

95–98
levels of risk, 101–105
link between performance and, 100–101
main data sources for, 88–89
organization strategy and, 5
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chief executive officers. See CEO
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children, effect of parents wages on, 19–20
classification systems for job evaluation, 68
collecting external market data, 76–77
collectivism, 58, 143
college degrees, wages based on, 29
Commercial Banking industry, CEO pay in,

90–92
commercial data sources on executive pay,

88–89
company size. See organization size, effect

on executive pay
comparing pay by occupation and region,

32–39
comparison appraisals, 118–119
compensable factors, 68–71
compensating differentials, 139, 160,

163
compensation allowances, 147–150
compensation consultants, independent

executive, 104–105
compensation strategy, 51–60

confidential versus public systems, 54–56
general discussion, 51–54
importance of, 54–56, 59–60
influencing factors, 57–59
strategy, defined, 56–57

compensation surveys, 76–78
competition and strategy, 56–57
Conference Board, The, 106–107
confidence and wages, 192
confidential versus public compensation

systems, 54–56
construction industry, CEO pay in, 89
consultants, independent executive

compensation, 104–105
contacts, importance of, 190, 194
context, importance in pay systems, 113
Cornell University tuition benefits, 46,

135–136
cost of employee compensation to

employer, 40–43
cost-of-living allowances, 147–149
cost reduction with benefits, 137
Council of Better Business Bureau’s Standards

for Charitable Solicitations, The, 169
countries, payment methods across,

146–147
criminal investigators, wages of, 21–25
cucumber picker compensation, 4, 111–113
culture, 141–143
customer discrimination, 191–192

danger pay, 149–150
data collection, for job analysis, 64–65
data sources for executive pay, 88–89
daycare centers, 159
defined benefit pension plans, 43
defined contribution pension plans, 43
degrees in job evaluations, 70
detectives, wages of, 21–25
disability insurance, 42–43
disasters in executive compensation,

102–103
discrimination, as reason for wage

differences, 26
against race, 26–28
against women, 26

dispersion in wages, 13–14
distribution, wage, 10–12
donated wages to nonprofit organizations,

160
drinking alcohol, correlation to pay,

192–193

earnings mobility, 19–20
eBay Summary Compensation Table, 85–88
education, 15–16, 30–31

Cornell University tuition benefits, 46,
135–136

wage differences based on, 25–31
of workers in nonprofit organizations,

170–171
effectiveness, operational, 56
efficiency wage hypothesis, 160
efficiency wages, 163
elements, job, 63–64
employees

attracting, motivating, and retaining with
compensation strategy, 54

CEO compensation compared to, 16–19
communicating about total cost of

compensation with, 43–44
compensation preferences of, 43–46,

138–139
cost of compensation to firm versus value

of compensation to, 6
knowledge of total compensation, 43–46
methods of paying across countries,

146–147
reasons employers provide stock options

for, 130–132
valuation of benefits, 137
valuation of stock options, 132–134
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employee stock options, 133–134
“Employer Costs of Employee
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employer discrimination, 191–192
employers

costs of employee compensation, 40–43
interest in employee compensation

preferences, 46–48
reasons for providing stock options in

company, 130–132
switching for higher pay, 191

entertainer compensation, 105–106
Equilar, 89
equity pay, 125–134

accounting treatment of, 132
determining value placed by employee

on, 47–48
expiration of options, 126
overview, 7–8
as part of CEO compensation, 85
reasons employees are provided with,

130–132
rise in use of, 100–101
versus salaries, 5
stock options, 125–126
stock option valuation, 128–130
value placed by employee on, 45,

132–134
variability of option value, 126–128
vesting of options, 126

equity theory, 121
Ernst and Young’s Not-for-Profit Business

Services group, 165
errors in performance appraisals, 117–118
ExecuComp (Executive Compensation

database), 88–89
executive compensation consultants,

104–105
executive pay, 84–107

in 2010, 89–94
effect of company size on, 99
excessive, 105–106
incorrect information published about,

95–98
levels of risk, 101–105
link between performance and, 100–101
main data sources for, 88–89
in nonprofit organizations, 175–181
overview, 7
trends in, 106–107
types of compensation, 84–88

Executive Rewards questionary,
WorldatWork, 103

exercise price of stock, 128–129
expatriates, 146
expectancy theory, 121
experience

age and, 28–29
role in gender wage gap, 26

expiration of stock options, 126, 128–129
external market data. See market data,

matching internal organizational
structure to

face lifts, 192
family, recommendations by, 190
federal unemployment insurance, 43
female hourly wages, 12, 25–26
feminine cultures, 58, 143
50-to-10 ratio, 14–15
fight money, 151
501c(3) designation for non-profit

organizations, 153–155
FJA (Functional Job Analysis), 65
flexibility in workplace, 193–194
Food & Tobacco industry, CEO pay in, 89,

91
foreign-cost-of-living allowances, 147–149
for-profit versus non-profit organizations,

156–160
empirical findings on pay gap, 169–175
pay differences between, 160–164

franchises, 165
friends, recommendations by, 190
Functional Job Analysis (FJA), 65

gender
in nonprofit organizations, 181–183
wage differences based on, 21–30
wage gap, 12, 25–26

golden parachutes, 103–104
government grants, 178–181
grades and ranges in compensation system,

81
greedy-minded employees, 162–163
growth stages of organizations, 59

hair dresser pay plans, 122
halo errors, 118
hardship allowances, 149
headquarters-based method of payment,
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health insurance, 42–43, 47
Herzberg’s two- factor theory, 120–121
high school education, wages based on, 29
holding requirements, 125
home-country-based method of payment,

146–147
host-country nationals, 146
host-county-based method of payment, 147
hourly wages. See also wage inequality

male versus female, 12
median, 10–11
by race, 26–28
statistics on, 11–12

human capital, 29
Human Resource (HR) practice, 5. See also

job analysis
hygiene factors, 120–121

ICNPO (International Classification of
Nonprofit Organizations), 184

implicit loans, 158
incentive pay, 7

critics of, 123–124
in nonprofit organizations, 164–165,

166–169
psychological theory related to, 120–121
types of plans, 121–123

income inequality. See wage inequality
incorrect information published about

executive pay, 95–98
increasing earnings, 8, 187–195

alcohol consumption related to, 192–193
being part of solution, 189–190
contacts, importance of, 190
flexibility in workplace, 193–194
jobs offers and, 193
negotiating, 188–189
networking, 194
patience, 194–195
physical appearance and, 191–192
researching comparable pay, 189
switching employers, 191
work ethic, 187

independent executive compensation
consultants, 104–105

individualism, 58, 143
industry

CEO compensation by, 89–94
importance in pay systems, 113

inequality, wage. See wage inequality

initial/latest impression error, 118
institutional issues

in international compensation, 153–156
in nonprofit organizations, 144

insurance, 42–43, 47
intergenerational correlation between

wages, 19–20
internal comparisons of compensation, 7,

72–75
internal structure, matching to market data.

See market data, matching internal
organizational structure to

International Classification of Nonprofit
Organizations (ICNPO), 184

international compensation, 8, 141–151
balancing other issues with, 150–151
culture, 141–143
institutional issues, 144
methods of paying workers across

countries, 146–147
in nonprofit organizations, 183–184
State Department compensation

allowances, 147–150
workers focused on, 145–146

Internet, researching wages on, 37, 88

Japanese baseball players, fight money for,
151

JIMS (Job Information Matrix System), 65
job analysis

data collection for, 64–65
defining, 62–63
overview, 6, 61–62
units in, 63–64
value of, 61–62

job elements, 63
job evaluation, 78–81

general discussion, 65–68
overview, 6, 65–68
point system for, 68–72

job family, 64
Job Information Matrix System

(JIMS), 64
job offers, 193
jobs, 61–64, 75. See also job analysis; job

evaluation
benchmark, 68, 71–72, 77
internal comparisons, 72–75
multiple offer for, relationship to

pay, 193
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Kenexa, 89

labor donations, 160, 161–162
labor unions, 16
lawyers, public interest, 174–175
layoffs, relationship to CEO pay, 95–98
leeway in compensation system, 81
leniency errors, 117–118
life cycle, organization, 59
life insurance, 42–43
living quarters allowance, 149
loans, implicit, 158
long-term disability insurance, 42–43

male hourly wages, 25–26
management, business and financial

occupations, 44–45
management by objective system for

performance appraisals, 119
managerial pay. See executive pay
marginal tax rates, 144
market data, matching internal

organizational structure to, 7, 76–83
collecting external market data, 76–77
compensation survey data, 76–78
developing systems based on analysis,

81–82
market pay lines, 78–81
Megalith, 82–83
merging internal structure with external

data, 78–81
market pay lines, 78–81
market rates, 79
market-traded stock options, 133–134
masculine cultures, 58, 143
Mazlow’s need hierarchy, 120
median hourly wage, 10–11, 12
Medicare costs, 43
Megalith, 82–83
men

preference of risky over guaranteed
compensation, 47–48

skills at negotiating compensation, 189
wages of, 12, 25–26

mergers, 58–59
merging internal structure with external

data, 78–81
merit pay, 122
mobility, earnings, 19–20
motivators, 120–121

multiple job offers, 193
Murphy, Kevin J., 100–101

National Compensation Survey (NCS) of
U.S. Department of Labor, 32

national culture, 57, 58–59
National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities

(NTEE), 155–156
need hierarchy, Mazlow’s, 120
needs-based positioning, 57
negotiating compensation, 188–189
networking, 194
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), 102
90-to-10 ratio, 15
90-to-50 ratio, 14
95-to-5 ratio, 15
nondistribution constraint, 155, 156–158,

159, 167–168
non-equity incentive compensation, 85
nonproduction bonuses, 41–42
nonprofit organizations, 152–184

executive pay in, 175–181
versus for-profit, 156–160
gender and pay in, 181–183
institutional details, 153–156
international pay in, 183–184
non-profit versus for-profit pay gap,

160–164, 169–175
performance and pay in, 164–169
race and pay in, 181–183

NTEE (National Taxonomy of Exempt
Entities), 155–156

NYSE (New York Stock Exchange), 102

O*NET Online, 37, 65
objectives of organizations, 52–53
Occupational Employment Statistics (OES),

U.S. Department of Labor, 21, 37–38
occupations

comparing pay by region and, 32–39
compensation by, 6
in job analysis, 64
regional differences in pay, 31–32
role in gender wage gap, 26
total compensation by, 44–45
wage differences based on, 21–25

operational effectiveness, 56
option pricing formula, 128, 133
organizational culture, 58–59
organization life cycle, 59
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organizations. See also market data,
matching internal organizational
structure to; pay structure of
organizations

cost of compensation to versus value of
compensation to employees, 6

costs of employee compensation, 40–43
interest in how employees value

compensation, 46–48
objectives of, 52–53

organization size, effect on executive pay,
92, 99, 166, 177

overpayment of executives, 105–106
overtime pay, 41–42

paid vacation time, 41
PAQ (Position Analysis Questionnaire), 65
Parable Of Vineyard, 73
parents wages, effect on children’s wages,

19–20
patience, 194–195
pay gaps

age-related, 21–29, 30
for-profit versus non-profit

organizations, 160–164, 169–175
gender-related, 12, 25–26, 182–183
race-related, 26–28

pay lines, market, 78–81
pay mix, 8, 94, 135–140
pay structure of organizations, 3. See also

compensation strategy; job analysis;
job evaluation

internal comparisons, 72–75
overview, 6–7

Pay Without Performance, 101
pension plans, 43
performance, 111–124

critics of incentive pay, 123–124
cucumber picking, 111–113
link between executive pay and, 100–101
and pay in nonprofit organizations,

164–169
performance appraisals, 117–118
psychological theory related to incentives

and pay, 120–121
types of incentive pay plans, 121–123
types of performance appraisals, 118–120
windshield installing example, 113–117

performance appraisals, 117–120
performance measures in nonprofit

organizations, 168–169

Performance Pay Plan (PPP), 115–117
performance vesting, 125
perks, workplace, 137–138
philanthropic wage setting, 205
physical attractiveness, pay levels and,

191–192
piece rates versus time rates, 114–117, 121,

166
plastic surgery, 192
PMPQ (Professional and Managerial

Position Questionnaire), 65
point system, for job evaluation, 68–72
politeness in workplace, 187
Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ), 65
positions, 63
power distance, 57–58, 141–142
PPP (Performance Pay Plan), 115–117
premium pay, 41–42
Professional and Managerial Position

Questionnaire (PMPQ), 65
profit-sharing programs, 123
protective service occupations, 21–25
proxy statements, 85, 88
psychological theory related to incentives

and pay, 120–121
public goods, 158
public interest lawyers, 174–175
public radio, 158
public versus confidential compensation

systems, 54–56

questionnaires for job analysis, 64–65

race
in nonprofit organizations, 181–183
wage differences based on, 21–30

race wage gap, 26–28
radio, public, 158
real estate agents pay plans, 121–122
recommendations, 190
regional differences in pay, 31–39
regulation of executive pay, 103
reinforcement theory, 121
relative comparisons, 73–75
relative performance, 166
researching comparable pay, 189
reservation wages, 194
retirement savings, cost to employer, 43
risk, executive pay and levels of, 101–105
risk aversion in cultures, 58, 142
risk-free rate of interest, 128–129, 130
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Safelite Glass case study, 114–117
salaries, 5, 85
schooling. See education
secrecy, 54–56
Securities and Exchange Commission

(SEC), 84–85, 88
selection bias, 164
service-minded employees, 162–163
service occupations, total compensation for,

44–45
severance payments, 102–104
shift differentials, 41–42
short-term disability insurance, 42–43
skill-biased technological change, 16
sloped severance packages, 103–104
social benefits, ranking jobs by, 161
social responsibility, 161–162
Social Security, 43
State Department compensation

allowances, 147–150
state unemployment insurance, 43
stock and stock options, 125–134

accounting treatment of, 132
determining value placed by employee

on, 47–48
expiration of options, 126
overview, 7–8
as part of CEO compensation, 85
reasons employees are provided with,

130–132
rise in use of, 100–101
stock options overview, 125–126
stock option valuation, 128–130
value placed by employee on, 45, 132–134
variability of option value, 126–128
vesting, 126

stock price, and CEO performance, 166
stock price volatility, 129–130
strategy, compensation. See compensation

strategy
strict/lenient rating, 118
strike price of stock, 128–129
Summary Compensation Table for eBay,

85–88
superstar pay, 105–106
supplemental pay, 41–42
Survey of Job Characteristics, 174
surveys, compensation, 76–78
switching employers, 191

talking to people, 194

Task Force on Executive Compensation,
106–107

tasks, 63
tax-exempt benefits, 138
tax rates, marginal, 144
tax treatment of stock options, 132
third-country nationals, 146
time rates versus piece rates, 114–117
total compensation, 40–48

for CEOs, 89–94
cost of to employer, 40–43
employee knowledge of, 43–46
employer interest in employee

compensation preferences, 46–48
Total Rewards Model, 53–54
tournament theory, 99
TowersWatson, 105
trait system for performance appraisals, 118
trends in executive pay, 106–107
trustees in nonprofit organizations, 167
Tupperware, 5
turnover in nonprofit organizations, 163
two-factor theory, Herzberg’s, 120–121

uncertainty avoidance, 58, 142
unemployment insurance, 43
United Healthcare, 102
units, in job analysis, 63–64
U.S. Department of Labor

NCS, 32
OES, 21, 37–38

U.S. State Department compensation
allowances, 147–150

vacation time, paid, 41
valuation of stock options, 128–130
variety-based positioning, 57
vesting of stock options, 125, 126
Vineyard Parable, 72–73
volatility, stock price, 129–130
voluntary price discrimination, 158
volunteering, 162

wage differences, 21–39
by age, 21–30
comparing pay by occupation and region,

32–39
by education, 25–30
by gender, 21–30
higher wages due to education, 30–31
by occupation, 21–25
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wage differences (cont.)
by race, 21–30
regional differences in pay, 31–32

wage dispersion, 13–14
wage distribution, 10–12
wage inequality, 13–20

CEO pay compared to the rest, 16–19
overview, 6
relationship between wages of parents

and children, 19–20
wages, 6, 10–20. See also increasing earnings;

total compensation; wage inequality
based on high school education, 29
dispersion in, 13–14
distribution, 10–12
donated to nonprofit organizations, 160
efficiency, 163
hourly, 10–12, 26–28
intergenerational correlation between,

19–20
researching on Internet, 37, 88
reservation, 194

Walt Disney and Company, 102–103
Waterway Industries, 59–60

WFC (World Family Corp.), 168
white workers, wages of, 26–28
windshield installing pay system, 113–117
women

gender wage gap for top executives,
182–183

in nonprofit organizations, 170, 181–183
preference of guaranteed over risky

compensation, 47–48
skills at negotiating compensation, 189
wages of, 12, 25–26

workers, international, 145–146
“Workers Lose, CEOs Win”, 95
work ethic, 187
work experience

age and, 28–29
role in gender wage gap, 26

WorldatWork Executive Rewards
questionary, 103

WorldatWork: The Total Rewards
Association, 53–54

World Family Corp. (WFC), 168
World Family Corp. v. Commissioner (1983),
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